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SAFEGUARD
YOUR PROTECTION GUIDE AGAINST 

COWBOY DECORATORS AND TRADESPEOPLE



With so many people out there advertising themselves as decorators, how 
can you possibly choose which one is right for you?  

Whenever you plan to have some decorating work carried out on your 
property, remember you are essentially letting a stranger in to your house. 
So...  

How do you spot a cowboy 
decorator?  

Look out for confusing quotes and over enthusiasm or over familiarity and 
always keep in mind that a con person is a confident trickster and can 
seem legitimate when you first meet them, they could be polite and 
friendly, always returning your calls, coming round to see you very quickly 
and promise a start date to the work which fits in with exactly what you 
want. 
They can even produce fake ID’s, fake membership of trade bodies and all 
sorts of other trickery, so follow up any promises with a few phone calls.  
The good news is that there are always giveaway signs beyond a person’s 
instincts and gut feelings that...  

Something is not quite 
right  

Receiving a quote as a text message on your 
phone is putting you at high risk as the sim card 
might be pay-as-you-go which does not require a 
decorator to use their bank card or details to pay 
for it. Only a mobile phone and sim card is 
registered through a phone company as a contract 
or sim-only using their bank card/details which is 
traceable to them.  How can you tell? 
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To receive a quote as texted in an email is also putting you at high risk as 
the sent email address can come from any email service provider for 
example idecorate@gmail.com which is an email address that’s free 
and does not require a decorator’s bank details to pay monthly or 
annually.  

An example of an email address that requires a decorator’s bank details 
are info@idecorateuk.co.uk where there isn’t a gmail, yahoo, hotmail or 
any other email provider after the @ sign. It is also unprofessional to 
quote a customer in an email text without an actual document attached 
to the email, it does not set a good impression. 
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The difference between a 
genuine and a fake quote 
Below are two quotes that appear to be alike, both quotes have been 
highlighted to explain the difference as you might receive a more 
sophisticated way of being tricked and deceived. Be careful and pay 
close attention to the differences below 
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Please note: a 50% deposit of £249.50 is required before any work starts 
and the remainder 50% of £249.50 after all the work is completed. Cash in 
hand to 

Sincerely yours, 

Decorator’s name

To: customer name 
Address: customer address 
Customer postcode 
Quote No: 00409 
Estimated work time: 2 days 
Date: 6/5/2019

DESCRIPTION QUANTITY UNIT PRICE COST
LABOUR
Master Bedroom 1 £499

MATERIALS

ALL PAINTS AND MATERIALS ARE INCLUDED IN THE PRICE 1

SUBTOTAL £499.00

TOTAL £499.00

QUOTE

Please note: a 50% deposit of £232.40 is required before any work starts 
and the remainder 50% of £232.40 after all the work is completed. 
Deposited and transferred to 

DECORATOR’S NAME 

Sort code: ??-??-?? 

Account No: ???????? 

Sincerely yours, 

Decorator’s name

Terms and conditions apply

To: customer name 
Address: customer address 
Customer postcode 
Quote No: 00409 
Estimated work time: 2 days 
Date: 6/5/2019

DESCRIPTION QUANTITY UNIT PRICE COST
LABOUR
Master Bedroom - To paint ceilings, walls and 
woodwork of 2-3 coats including surface 
preparation such as filling, sanding, and caulking

1 £349

MATERIALS

DULUX QUICK DRY PURE BRILLIANT WHITE SATINWOOD 
WOOD & METAL PAINT 2.5L

1 £20.00

DULUX PURE BRILLIANT WHITE MATT EMULSION PAINT 10L 1 £18.33

SUBTOTAL £387.33

TAX 20.00% £77.47

TOTAL £464.80

From: decorator’s name 
contact number 
email address 
business address 
business postcode

QUOTE

COMPANY/SOLE TRADER’S NAME

Heading

Address

A clear 
description for 
what is 
planned to 
happen as well 
as material 
costs

Bank details, a safe 
and secure traceable 
payment method

No heading? No address? no 
location?

Vague description? 
Easy to get away 
with a lot. Materials 
included in the 
price? Planning to 
buy the cheapest 
paints and make 
extra money out of 
me?

cash-in-hand? the most 
insecure and non traceable 
payment method

Please Note: Always make sure that the 
heading and address is legit in the quote



5 Questions to ask, to 
avoid a disaster 
1. How long have you been 
decorating?  

This is a very important question to ask. Obviously a tried and tested 
decorator who you know has been trading in your town for many years, 
you may have seen his van around for example, then there won’t be a 
problem. 
However bear in mind people’s careers can change from time to time and 
maybe he has just started self employment after working for another 
decorator for many years. Once again, check the claims, they could be 
true, but check anyway.  

2. Are you a fully trained and 
experienced painter and 
decorator?  

It’s a good question to ask someone and it is worth finding out, especially 
if the work to be done is potentially hazardous such as asbestos removal 
or demolition. The last thing you want is to have to drive someone to 
hospital as he/she didn’t realise that paint stripper was harmful to his 
eyes as he didn’t bother wearing any protection!  

Ask also if he has all the correct tools or does he need to hire them and is 
that included in the price.  
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3. When shall I receive the 
quote of the work to be done, in 
writing?  

Always a give-away if they can’t answer this one. A true professional 
decorator will always and without fail have, provide you with a 
specification of labour exactly what work he plans to do (e.g. paint the 
exterior walls, or remove and replace a flat roof for example), as optional 
with materials and the paper will also include the price.  

Get it in writing! (proof and evidence)  

4. Can you give me references 
of previous work?  

Once again this is important as you need to know how good the 
decorator is. 
When a decorator does a good job for someone they often get referral 
business from it, via word of mouth. Bad jobs spread even quicker so ask 
around and see if anyone has heard of him. Follow up the references, to 
make sure his work is good, and his previous clients were happy and ask if 
he has photos or videos of work he did previously.  

5. Do you have insurance?  

This is by far, one of the most important things to ask your potential 
decorator. In some cases, even letting someone work on your property 
without insurance renders you liable if anything goes wrong too. In some 
cases, it can be a criminal offence not to have the right insurance or 
permits, like for example, getting rid of waste. It has to be done correctly.  
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If they offer a guarantee, make sure it has a 3rd party insurance policy 
with it, make sure he has public liability insurance and make sure that the 
whole job is “on the books” and completely “proper” and above board. 
If your decorator can answer the above questions and meets your 
approval then you have saved yourself a lot of time and money in 
choosing the right decorator to carry out your home improvements this 
year.  
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